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Statistical errors in medical research – 
a chronic disease?
James Young
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It is over ten years now since Altman’s “cri du
coeur” – “The scandal of poor medical research”
[1]. Since then editors of medical journals have
made a concerted effort to improve the quality of
medical research, with initiatives such as the
CONSORT and other statements and uniform re-
quirements for manuscripts submitted to medical
journals (see www.icmje.org). But it would be fair
to say that these initiatives have been slow to take
effect [2, 3]. In this edition of the Swiss Medical
Weekly, Strasak and colleagues review common
statistical errors in medical research [4].

The authors make many excellent points. For
example: studies lacking a pre-specified hypothe-
sis should be clearly labelled as exploratory; con-
ventional statistical inference requires randomisa-
tion or random sampling; and “where appropriate”
does not constitute an adequate description of sta-
tistical methods. I would like to comment on three
issues raised somewhat indirectly in their article:
the role of the statistician in medical research, and
the need for both interval estimates and multivari-
ate methods.

The authors rightly stress the need to involve
a statistician in study design. Recruiting a statisti-
cian is not an admission of inadequacy. Statistics,
like medicine, has expanded to become a broad and
complicated discipline. “Nowadays the catalogue
of statistical methods is so very extensive that a
working scientist is somewhat less than overjoyed
at the prospect of having to learn yet another pro-
cedure” [5] – and that was in 1958. In one of a pair
of valuable articles on how to carry out a ran-
domised trial [6, 7] Sackett wrote: “Time taken to
master [biostatistical] nuances is at the expense of
maintaining clinical competence, a social life, a
positive self-image and a sense of humour.” Faced
with these prospects, who would not want a statis-
tician on their research team?

The authors also discuss the role of the statis-
tician in the peer review process. Altman notes that
“Evaluation of the scientific quality of research pa-
pers oftenfalls to statisticians” [1]. Here I think the
editors of this journal live up to the authors’ expec-
tations. I review almost all manuscripts with any
sort of numerical information and my requests to
see revised manuscripts are always honoured. Re-
searchers should appreciate that statistical review-
ers have only two to three hours in which to be-

come familiar with material they have been work-
ing on for months if not years. It’s only to be ex-
pected that statisticians will make mistakes and re-
searchers should not hesitate to (gently) point out
these mistakes in their reply. “Most statisticians
want to be helpful. Like arrogant medics, arrogant
statisticians are a dying race ” [8]. “Statistical ref-
ereeing is a form of fire fighting” [1] however, and
at this late stage, it is often impossible to resurrect
what could have been valuable research.

Analysis may be the most visible activity of the
statistician in medical research. But good design is
more important; one can always re-analyse good
data. So it is best to work with a statistician to de-
velop a comprehensive protocol. Then to a certain
extent, collecting and analysing data becomes a
matter of following these guidelines and other
members of the research team can carry out these
activities, typically with the help of a statistician in
more of an advisory role.

In general medical researchers have been slow
to appreciate the need for both interval estimates
and multivariate methods when analysing data,
and even slower to appreciate the benefits of tak-
ing a Bayesian approach to analysis. Contrary to
what the authors have written, Bayesians have no
conceptual difficulty in asserting their probability
of the truth of a null hypothesis given the data (see
[9]). The Bayesian approach allows one to consider
the evidence from this particular study in the light
of prior evidence from other sources. When the
prior evidence for a hypothesis is strong, a positive
study is more likely to be a “true positive”. “The
mistake is to confuse an increment in support from
a positive study with cumulatively strong support
for the hypothesis” [10]. Focusing on cumulative
support for a hypothesis is the key to avoiding
spurious results. Fortunately most medical re-
searchers are Bayesian in their discussion of what
their results mean, even if not in their approach to
analysis.

Many medical researchers still have an un-
healthy pre-occupation with p-values [11]. Argu-
ably hypothesis tests have their place – for any
variable that was the subject of a formal sample size
calculation. Then what is meant by a relevant dif-
ference has been defined and attitudes to the risk
of “false positives” and “false negatives” have been
asserted. The study will be designed to detect this
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difference and a hypothesis test is in order. But
what if there has been no sample size calculation;
what then is the use of a hypothesis test? A small
p-value could merely reflect a difference that is
clinically irrelevant. Collect large enough samples
and a statistically significant difference is almost
certain. On the other hand, a large p-value could
merely reflect small samples with little power to
detect a clinically relevant difference. What is
really needed is an interval estimate of the size of
the difference [12].

I think multivariate methods of analysis should
be considered the rule, not the exception. This is
particularly true for the many observational stud-
ies submitted to this journal. Observational stud-
ies have no randomisation, and statistical inference
then relies on judgements of exchangeability
within strata defined by covariates [13, 14]. That
is, you believe that within each of the strata con-
ceptually created by covariate adjustment (see [15]
p. 96), whether a patient is exposed or not is essen-
tially a random event. Here an estimate of a differ-
ence is a model-based inference and appropriate
covariate adjustment is needed so that others will
be convinced that under your model exchangeabil-
ity is a reasonable assumption. Obviously one can
never hope to measure all covariates that might
influence exposure, but a sensible choice of a rea-
sonable number of covariates should be sufficient
because many covariates will be correlated. There-
fore observational studies must be large enough 
to support appropriate covariate adjustment (see
[16]).

Covariate adjustment is often advantageous
even with data from a randomised trial. Adjust-
ment using a baseline measure of outcome will lead
to better precision in the estimate of a difference
when outcomes are normally distributed, and re-
duce bias in this estimate with binary and survival
outcomes [17]. Hence t and chi square and log rank
tests are to statistics what cupping, bloodletting
and leaches are to medicine: of historical interest,
on rare occasions still useful, but largely super-
seded by superior methods. Instead the medical
researcher needs to be familiar with their multi-
variate replacements: linear, logistic and propor-
tional hazards regression.

Multivariate methods come with their own set
of common errors. Resist the temptation to cate-
gorise continuous predictor variables [18]. Do not
use automatic covariate selection methods or pre-
testing [16, 19]; instead pre-specify covariates in
the protocol based on clinical reasoning [20]. Any
subgroup analysis should be by estimating the ef-
fect of interactions between covariates and expo-
sure [21, 22]. Watch for “pseudo-replication” (also
known as clustering): observations that are not in-
dependent because of group membership (patients
from same family or assessed by the same clini-
cian) or because of repeated measurements made
on the same individual. More advanced methods
are needed for data of this sort [23–27]. More ad-
vanced methods are also needed when a number of
exposure variables could potentially affect the out-
come and interest lies in which exposures are the
most important [16, 28].

And while the authors suggest it is not neces-
sary to read “whole textbooks on statistical
methodology”, some textbooks are easy to read
and well worth the effort. I particularly like text-
books by Senn, Harrell, Kleinbaum and Klein, and
Kirkwood and Sterne [15, 29–32].

The authors provide useful checklists and a
comprehensive guide to the literature on statisti-
cal errors in medical research. Here I have added
a few favourite references of my own focusing on
observational studies and multivariate methods. 
A draft STROBE statement, designed to improve
the quality of observational studies, is also avail-
able [33]. Prevention is definitely easier than a cure
with this disease, so work with a statistician on
study design; standard therapy is a multivariate
analysis; and avoid p-values like the plague they
undoubtedly are.
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